JOSEF TAL
TREATISE
FOR VIOLONCELLO (1973)

IMI 285
SIGNS

= Thumb position

= Play with the upper part of the bow

= Play with the middle part of the bow

= Play with the lower part of the bow

(* The pictograms introduced here by IMI Editor, W.Y. Elias, may give the player a better Immediate Visual Impression of the instruction than a verbal one.

1.M.I.285
Edited by Uzi Wiesel

TREATISE

FOR VIOLONCELLO (1973)

PRESTO (as fast as possible)

MOLTO RIT.

A TEMPO ( \( \frac{d}{2} = \text{ca} \ 56 \) )

pp sul pont.
non vibr.

mf almost no break between chords

"Tremoli, throughout the piece, are unrepeated.

Duration 15' 00"